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ABSTRACT

Fluid dynamics systems driven by dominant, nearly periodic large-scale dynamics are common
across wakes, jets, rotating machinery, and high-speed flows. Traditional decomposition techniques
such as proper orthogonal decomposition and dynamic mode decomposition have been used to gain
insight into these flows, but can require many modes to represent physical processes. With the aim
of generating modes that intuitively convey the underlying physical mechanisms, we propose an
intrinsic phase-based proper orthogonal decomposition (IPhaB POD) method. IPhaB POD creates
energetically ranked modes that evolve along a characteristic cycle of a driving near-periodic large
scale. Our proposed formulation is set in the time domain, which is particularly useful in cases where
the large-scale dynamics are imperfectly periodic. We formally derive IPhaB POD within a proper
orthogonal decomposition framework, and it inherits the optimal representation inherent to POD. As
part of this derivation, a dynamical systems representation of the large scale is utilized, facilitating a
definition of phase relative to the large scale within the time domain. An expectation operator and
inner product are also constructed relative to this definition of phase in a manner that allows for the
various cycles within the data to demonstrate imperfect periodicity. The formulation is tested on two
sample problems: a simple, low Reynolds number airfoil wake, and a complex, high-speed pulsating
shock wave problem. The resulting modes are shown to better isolate the large-scale dynamics in the
first mode than space-only proper orthogonal decomposition, and to highlight meaningful small-scale
dynamics in higher modes for the shock flow problem.

1 Introduction

Dominant, near-periodic large scales are common across many flows, including bluff body wakes, rotating machinery,
and shock-laden processes. These systems often exhibit near-periodic large-scale dynamics and coherent structures, as
well as turbulent, smaller-scale behaviors that are tethered to the larger-scale flow. Extracting the disparate flow scales
and structures and their interactions are critical to understanding, modeling, and controlling these systems. We focus
in this article on developing a data-driven decomposition that provides more physically interpretable representations,
or “modes”, of these near-periodic systems (see, e.g., Taira et al. [40] for a review of data-driven and operator-based
decomposition techniques, which include linear stability analysis, resolvent analysis, proper orthogonal decomposition
(POD), and dynamic mode decomposition (DMD)).

When used to analyze fluid flows generally, most modal decomposition techniques are not guaranteed to provide insight
into instantaneously relevant coherent structures. However, in many cases the resulting modes have been successfully
used to investigate the physics of specific scales of motion. Comparing modes between forced and unforced cases can
identify the impact of forcing on different flow scales in a jet [16, 6, 34], or can clarify the nature of coherent structures
associated with upstream and downstream aero-optic distortions in a turbulent boundary layer [3]. Modes associated
with specific frequencies can isolate the coherent structures that generate bands of acoustic noise [27, 9] and those
associated with specific instabilities [24, 36, 15, 18]. Decompositions have advanced understanding of the physics
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of bluff body wakes [16, 6, 45, 25, 27, 44], flows past flexible bodies [33, 11], cavity flows [21, 19, 5, 37], and shear
layers [13, 43, 39]. With improved understanding of the behavior of specific flow features, comes an improved ability
to control the flow [29]. Reduced order models constructed through modal analysis techniques have been used to design
control algorithms for myriad applications, including re-circulation control in channel flow [26], separation control over
a backwards facing ramp [41], a flat plate at large angles of attack [1], and the wake of a circular cylinder [2].

Despite the utility of these decomposition techniques, we highlight three limitations that have motivated modifications
within the community. First, while in some flows, modes derived from decompositions have been found to physically
resemble instantaneous structures [31], in other flows the modes generated by these decompositions are structurally
dissimilar from instantaneous flow structures. To understand coherent structure behavior, researchers have added
multiple modes together [27] or turned to other techniques entirely such as finite time Lyapunov exponent fields [16]
or conditional projection averaging [32]. Second, modal decompositions also tend to prioritize behaviors that are
energetically or dynamically significant statistically, but these modes can miss important rare or extreme events [35].
The modes that are identified as most dynamically or energetically significant can vary depending on how long of a time
series is considered in multi-scale systems [20]. Finally, many of the decomposition techniques are only appropriate for
statistically stationary flows.

Modifications to standard variants of modal decomposition techniques have been proposed to address some of these
challenges. Non-stationarity has been addressed through space-time variants of POD by Gordeyev and Thomas [10]
for use with control, and by Schmidt and Schmid [35] to identify mechanisms driving rare loud events in jet noise.
Multi-resolution techniques are also naturally suited to non-stationary problems, and multi-resolution DMD, multi-scale
POD, and data-driven wavelet techniques have been demonstrated to provide insights into optimal modes over a range
of time scales [17, 20, 7].

For the systems of focus in this article, which are dominated by near-periodic behaviors, Padovan et al. [23] and Padovan
and Rowley [22] extend the traditional assumption of a stationary base flow to include periodic base flows for resolvent
analysis. This extension enables an improved understanding of how perturbations in a periodic base flow interact with
one another and the base flow itself, elucidating cross-frequency modal interactions. Phase-conditioned localized spectral
proper orthogonal decomposition (PCL-SPOD) [8] and cyclostationary spectral proper orthogonal decomposition [12]
both consider proper orthogonal decomposition within a phase-locked, periodic system. Franceschini et al. [8] leverages
a windowed spectral proper orthogonal decomposition technique, using short-time Fourier transforms, to study the
spectral proper orthogonal decomposition modes of small-scale turbulent activity within a larger phase variation of
a periodic system; e.g. vortex shedding. They also develop a quasi-steady approach that allows this technique to be
computed more simply when the large-scale frequencies are much lower than the small-scale frequencies. Heidt and
Colonius [12] also extend spectral proper orthogonal decomposition to globally periodic systems and identify which
spectral modes most strongly interact. The approach offers a way of identifying how modes at different frequencies
interact with each other and an underlying periodic base state. Heidt and Colonius [12] also demonstrated that
cyclostationary POD is the data-driven analog to the harmonic resolvent formulation of Padovan et al. [23]. These
techniques, which focus on decompositions around an intrinsic periodic large scale also share commonalities to the
work of Zhang et al. [46], who utilized phase averaging around a periodic forcing to understand modal response linked
to external periodic stimuli.

We aim to build on existing work by introducing a new formulation, intrinsic phase-based POD (IPhaB POD), that
enables a near-periodic large scale to be explicitly accounted for in the decomposition. Instead of requiring a known
form of the large-scale dynamics, IPhaB POD utilizes a phase portrait from a user-provided low-dimensional proxy
for the large-scale behavior. Characteristic periodic behavior is defined from this dynamical systems representation,
and cycles from the data that fall within this representative behavior are systematically selected. A POD formulation
is constructed for these cycles that are classified as near-periodic, within the time domain. Working within the time
domain avoids the need to represent the large scale at a single frequency, since for many flows of interest the large scale
is not exactly periodic. The provided time domain formulation uses a clear notion of the phase of the large scale, defined
as a fraction of the trajectory along the full cycle in the phase portrait representation. This phase portrait approach
allows for cycles with disparate time periods or large-scale trajectories to be meaningfully compared, provided that they
correspond to the same near-periodic behavior of interest.

As a consequence of the time-domain formulation, the modes generated from IPhaB POD evolve in time rather than in
the frequency domain. Utilizing the time domain could increase representation efficiency and avoid a more broadband
representation in frequency space when the underlying large-scale motion (and the modes connected to it) are not
perfectly periodic. Nevertheless, this way of defining large-scale phase may be of interest to frequency-based techniques
as well, for defining the large-scale position about which the smaller scale modes are defined. We will later draw
connections between IPhaB POD and conditional space-time POD [35], where the event condition here is an evolving
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Figure 1: Four instances of (a-d) vortex shedding from flat plate at a stalled angle of attack and (e-h) shock pulsations
over a cone-cylinder body [30]. Vorticity from a 2D computation is plotted in (a-d). Experimental schlieren data are
shown in (e-h).

large scale that is intrinsic to the system dynamics. We show below that this large scale-based condition requires
substantive changes to the POD formulation.

In this paper we apply IPhaB POD to two examples: a flat plate experiencing vortex shedding and a periodically
moving shock front over a cone-cylinder [30]. Both examples show that IPhaB POD is able to better capture the
large-scale dynamics in the first mode compared with traditional “space-only” POD. Moreover, for the cone-cylinder
shock example, since the large-scale dynamics are better isolated within the first mode, the next modes better represent
small-scale structures that influence and are modulated by the shock undulation process.

2 Data sets

To develop and demonstrate the method discussed in this manuscript, two data sets are used. The first is from a
high-fidelity computation of an incompressible low Reynolds number flow with only one dominant coherent feature that
is periodic (to within discretization errors). The second is from an experiment of a high Reynolds and Mach number
flow that has multiple dynamic behaviors interacting with one another. The first is used to introduce the method and its
properties, and the second to demonstrate the promise of the method on more complex data.

The low Reynolds number case is of flow past a flat plate at an angle of attack of α = 35◦, at a Reynolds number based
on the plate length of Re = 100. At this high (stalled) angle of attack, the long-time behavior after an initial transient is
a globally stable limit-cycle attractor in which there is alternating vortex shedding from either side of the body. This
periodic limit cycle is shown in figures 1(a-d), which show vorticity at four phases in the periodic shedding cycle. The
solution for this case was computed using the immersed-boundary method of Colonius and Taira [4]. The simulation
parameters are given non-dimensionally as (normalized using the plate length and freestream flow speed) ∆x = 0.04
and ∆t = 0.001. The simulation was run for a dimensionless time of t = 130, or 30 vortex-shedding cycles. Over the
final ten vortex-shedding cycles, the cycle-to-cycle change in the lift coefficient was less than 1.27× 10−5%, indicating
limit cycle behavior.
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The data set involving more complex dynamics, used to demonstrate the promise of the method, comes from the
schlieren experiments by Sasidharan and Duvvuri [30] of high-speed flow past a cone-cylinder body. The dynamics of
the flow field are controlled by three non-dimensional geometric parameters: the Mach number (M ), the ratio L/D of
the cone length (L) to the diameter of the cylinder base (D), and the half angle of the cone (θ). The parameters chosen
for this study are M = 6, L/D = 0.5, and θ = 25◦. For the IPhaB POD analysis, we used time-resolved schlieren
courtesy of Sasidharan and Duvvuri [30] with a sampling frequency of 57 kHz. This data was collected for 0.0983
seconds. For these parameters, large-scale pulsations in the shock location are observed. Four instances of the shock
pulsations are shown in figures 1(e-h), highlighting the various shocks, their interactions, as well as key processes
tethered to that shock interplay (boundary layer development and separation, and the supersonic jet near the triple point).
We provide a brief summary of the flow physics resulting in the shock pulsations here for context, but more information
regarding the data and the system’s physics can be found in Sasidharan and Duvvuri [30]. The shock pulsations arise
due to complex interactions between a bow shock and conical shock. The intersection of the conical and bow shocks
results in a transmitted shock which impinges on the boundary layer flow on the cone surface, generating a separation
bubble and separation shock with a shock angle larger than the conical shock. The shock front consisting of the conical,
separation and bow shock will be denoted as the shock system. Downstream of the transmitted shock, a supersonic jet
forms as seen in figures 1(e, f and h). The size of the separation bubble increases and results in the separation point
moving upstream on the cone surface, the separation shock angle growing, and the triple point moving upward (c.f.
figure 1(f)). Eventually, the entire cone-cylinder body is encompassed by the shock system (c.f. figure 1(g)). The
separation bubble then collapses, the shock system rapidly moves closer to the base cylinder, and the cycle restarts (c.f.
figure 1(h)). This unsteady process is loosely quasi-periodic; i.e., there are shock pulsations with an identifiable intrinsic
large-scale that repeats cyclically (the shock motion), but with imperfect periodicity because multiple important scales
yield variations in the behavior across each cycle.

3 Formulation for intrinsic phase POD

The proposed formulation aims to decompose a data set that is tethered to and dominated by the phase of some intrinsic
large-scale dynamics. We will define a “large scale” that controls the overall trajectory of the system, but will allow
that large scale and the overall dynamical system to be imperfect in its periodicity. The large-scale dynamics will be
assumed to have a nominal period duration, T̄ , with allowed deviations from this nominal trajectory. Because the
large-scale is assumed to be near-periodic rather than perfectly periodic, a naive attempt of defining phase as a fixed
number of time steps along some kth cycle of the system is inappropriate. Inevitably, the second sample from cycle k
will align with a different phase of the large scale from the second sample from cycle m unless care is taken to ensure
that they are taken at the same phase of the large-scale dynamics. This challenge was observed by [8]: in performing
their POD formulation to analyze how a bluff body wake modified turbulent small scales, the authors identified a lack
of periodicity in the large scale as an inhibitor to computing meaningful modes. Even for perfectly periodic flows, the
need for finite sampling in time can cause a similar outcome: unless the signal is sampled at exactly the same instances
along a large-scale period (or with sufficient resolution that the same instances along the cycle can be extracted), the
same spurious outcome of having modes inherit (an artificially introduced) non-periodicity of the large scale will occur.

We propose a POD formalism that directly acknowledges the imperfect periodicity of the large scale, and defines an
inner product that matches each realization to a common phase of a nominal large-scale, (near-)periodic orbit. The
results demonstrate an improved ability to isolate the large-scale behavior from the smaller-scale dynamics that are
driven by it. In this section, we characterize the form assumed for the large-scale dynamics, define an expectation
operator and inner product informed by this large-scale motion (accounting for its quasi-periodicity), and describe the
implementation of the resulting algorithm.

3.1 Characterizing the quasi-periodic large-scale dynamics

To probe the quasi-periodic large-scale dynamics, we work within a spatially discrete formulation of the governing
equations, which we write generically as

Mq̇ = f(q). (1)

In (1), q conveys the flow state sampled at a subset of points, ns, within the flow domain Ω; e.g., in an incompressible
setting q is a concatenation of the spatially discrete flow state variables (e.g., for an incompressible flow these would
be the various velocity components and pressure at the collection of discrete spatial points used to represent Ω). The
vector f is the dynamical evolution operator. The matrix M allows for non-unity weightings on the time derivatives,
including a singular M as is needed to represent conservation of mass in the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
(resulting in a differential-algebraic system of Hessenberg index 2).
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We assume the dynamics (1) contain underlying large-scale behavior that is quasi-periodic, and that the user has a
means of identifying distinct cycles of this behavior. That is, IPhaB POD requires that an operation F be known such
that ql = F(q) provides a meaningful way to probe the behavior of the intrinsic large scale. Note that ql does not need
to be an approximation of the large scale itself. It only needs to undergo dynamics that allow for the distinct cycles of
the large scale, and the large-scale phase along each cycle, to be identified. We refer to the dynamics of ql (i.e., the
dynamics of q under F) as restricted dynamics. While the requirement of an appropriate F may appear somewhat
limiting, in many cases such knowledge of the large scale is available. Examples of flows with intrinsic large-scale
dynamics include wakes, separation bubble “breathing,” fluid-structure interaction problems, and rotating systems.
We will mathematically characterize the assumed large-scale behavior and then give examples of this mathematical
representation for the two representative cases described in section 2.

We assume the restricted dynamics, ql = F(q), yield nc cycles that can be used for this analysis. We further assume
that the restricted trajectory associated with the kth cycle, {ql(t) : t ∈ [t0k , tfk ]}, k ∈ [1, 2, . . . , nc], has a (near-)period
Tk := tfk − t0k . Associated with each kth cycle is also a minimum and maximum at say, tmink

and tmaxk
, given

by derivative conditions of ql over that cycle. The peak-to-peak amplitude for each cycle can thus be defined as
Ak := ||ql(tmaxk

) − ql(tmink
)||. One can define a nominal period duration and peak-to-peak amplitude from the

arithmetic mean of the quantities Tk and Ak over all cycles; e.g., Ā = 1/nc

∑nc

k=1 Ak (with an analogous definition for
T̄ ).

Because the dynamics are assumed to be imperfectly periodic, in general ql(tfk) ̸= ql(t0k). In fact, there may
be cycles for which the period duration is very different from the nominal period T̄ , and the restricted trajectory
{ql(t) : t ∈ [t0k , tfk ]} yields large values of ||ql(tfk)−ql(t0k)||. For the purposes of this article, we focus on restricted
trajectories that exhibit near-periodic orbits, and omit extreme events from consideration. That is, we only perform
IPhaB POD on cycles that are near-periodic in the sense that their restricted trajectories in phase space are closed
and their associated time durations are equal to a representative period duration (to within some tolerance). The
near-periodic trajectories considered within IPhaB POD are then computed as those satisfying

γj = {ql(t) : t ∈ [t0j , tfj ], |T̄ − Tj |/T̄ := δj < δ∗, ||ql(tfj )− ql(t0j )||/Ā := ϵj < ϵ∗}, (2)

where δ∗ and ϵ∗ are threshold values for departure from the nominal period duration and from trajectory closedness.
We denote the number of near-periodic orbits satisfying (2) as np, the set of indices associated with these orbits as N
(with dim(N) = np ≤ nc), and Γ = {γj}, j ∈ N .

It will be useful in presenting IPhaB POD to define the “most” representative periodic cycle of the restricted dynamics,
which we denote as the trajectory γp := {ql(t) : t ∈ [t0k , tfk ]}, k ∈ N , that satisfies mink

√
δ2k + ϵ2k. (Note that, by

construction, γp is one of the admitted near-periodic trajectories in (2).) We denote the period and discrepancy from
trajectory closedness of the nominally periodic γp as T p and ϵp, respectively.

We now discuss how the trajectories γj , j ∈ N , and γp are obtained for the two problems considered in this article. In
addition to illustrating how these trajectories are determined, the examples are also intended to motivate as modestly
reasonable the assumption that a proxy for probing large-scale cycles, given by a user-provided mapping F , be known.

For the aerodynamic flat plate problem, vortex shedding is the large (only) scale (c.f., figures 1 (a-d) and the surrounding
discussion) and the lift dynamics can be used to characterize the large-scale vortex-shedding behavior. That is, while
the lift is not equivalent to the large-scale vortex shedding, its dynamics can be used to identify distinct phases of
this vortex-shedding behavior. Thus, for this problem, an F can be defined that takes the flow state, extracts the flow
stresses via the gradient of the pressure field and the viscous Laplacian of the flow velocity, and evaluates these on the
surface of the aerodynamic body. (Or alternatively, many immersed boundary methods provide the surface stresses
directly as a state variable, and under this formulation the surface stress state variable may be spatially integrated.)

The periodic trajectories Γ can be extracted from this definition of F as follows (and as illustrated in figure 2). The
lift signal depicted in figure 2(a), plotted sufficiently far after the initial transient that the limit cycle has been reached,
demonstrates the periodic behavior of the system. The variation in trajectory closedness of the lift cycle and discrepancy
from the nominal period duration is shown in figure 2(b). For this problem, the cycle-to-cycle differences are small and
due to discretization errors, so thresholds of ϵ∗ = 0.001 and δ∗ = 0.01 are chosen to include all cycles. For illustration
purposes, and to indicate a phase trajectory undergone by the lift as a representation of the large scale, figure 2(c) shows
the various lift cycles superimposed on one another as a phase portrait of dCl/dt versus Cl, though only a single curve
is visible because of how nearly periodic the system is. The cycle depicted in red in figures 2(a,c) is the one computed
as γp based on the criterion described above, though again the periodicity of the system dynamics render the specific
choice of γp non-essential for this problem. Each distinct near-periodic trajectory within Γ, defined through the above
procedure, indicates a distinct vortex-shedding cycle. Moreover, the trajectory exhibited by each γj ∈ Γ experiences
each of the different phases of the vortex-shedding process within a single cycle.
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Figure 2: (a) The coefficient of lift, CL, for the representative cycle of vortex shedding from the flat plate is shown in
red and the remaining ensembles are plotted in green. (b) Nearness of cycle start and end positions (ϵ) and difference of
cycle period to nominal period (δ) for all cycles. Threshold values used to determine near-periodic cycles shown in
dashed lines (for this case, all cycles are nearly periodic). (c) Cycles plotted using a phase portrait with the coefficient
of lift plotted against its time derivative. All cycles lie on top of each other because all are periodic.

Note that at higher Reynolds numbers, the vortex shedding of flow past a flat plate would lose perfect periodicity due to
turbulent fluctuations, though it would retain a strong signature at the characteristic vortex-shedding frequency which is
robust to Reynolds number when scaled appropriately [28]. For this higher Reynolds number case, one may wish to
modify the F operation to not only compute the lift but also remove the high-frequency components associated with
the turbulent fluctuations. This low-frequency signal could be used to establish the large-scale vortex-shedding behavior
that distinguishes the various cycles.

For the shock problem, the large scale is the shock, which has an undulating location (c.f., figures 1(e-h)). For
this problem, our choice of F leverages an image filter: an edge-detection algorithm is used to define the upstream
(downstream) region of the shock, labeling this region with a value of zero (unity). An unaltered schlieren image is
shown in figure 3(a) with the filtered image using the edge-detection algorithm for that same image shown in figure
3(b). The filtered image is then integrated in space to yield a one-dimensional signal that varies in time, shown in figure
3(c). (The time instance shown in figures 3(a,b) is indicated by the red marker in figure 3(c).) This spatially integrated
signal is an indicator of the large-scale dynamics, as its value changes as the shock moves within the domain. Similar to
the flat plate problem, to indicate phase trajectories undergone by the integrated signal from figure 3(c), figure 3(e)
depicts the integrated signal against its time derivative.

Visible in both figures 3(c,e), is an apparent lack of periodicity that nonetheless contains common cyclic behavior (with
significant cycle-to-cycle variation). This cycle-to-cycle variation is quantitatively demonstrated in figure 3(d) through
the difference between each cycle’s start and end value (ϵ) and the difference between each cycle’s period and a reference
period (δ). For this problem, the thresholds of these values that are used to define near-periodic orbits were chosen
to be ϵ∗ = 0.1 and δ∗ = 0.05. These thresholds were chosen as a balance between (1) removing extreme events with
significant differences from the nominal trajectory based on closedness and period length and (2) over trimming cycles
with some differences due to cycle-to-cycle variations that are important to understand. The characteristic periodic
cycle, γp, is highlighted in red in 3(e), while all cycles are shown in black and all cycles that are the near-periodic
cycles belonging to Γ are shown in green. The computed trajectories Γ contain information about the shock motion for
cycles where the undulations remain near a representative periodic orbit. As such, each restricted trajectory γj ∈ Γ
represents a distinct cycle of the shock’s oscillation process, and the trajectory exhibited by each of these cycles reflects
the various shock locations explored through an oscillation cycle.

Note that the data we utilize for the shock problem comes from schlieren imaging, so that the filtering operation defined
above is not performed on the flow state q directly but on integrated observations of refractive index changes induced
by density gradients in the flow. We do not focus here on this distinction; one could envision an analogous F operation
that acts on the full compressible flow state, identifying discontinuities in any of the flow quantities and using this
location to label upstream and downstream regions and integrate the result over the spatial domain as indicated above.

We highlight that while in both examples the operation F is chosen to map from the flow state to a real scalar value, this
choice is not unique (nor is the choice of mapping, even when restricting the image of the operation to the collection
of real numbers). Indeed, mappings onto higher dimensional outputs might facilitate a more robust analysis of the
large-scale behavior described below. As the main focus of this article is on utilizing a relevant representation of the
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Figure 3: (a) Schlieren image of shock oscillation over cone-cylinder body. (b) Filtered version of (a) to identify phase
of large scale. (c) Spatially integrated value of the filtered image shown in (b) plotted against time, with the time
instance of (a) marked in red. (d) Nearness of cycle start and end positions (ϵ) and difference of cycle period to nominal
period (δ) for all cycles. Threshold values used to determine near-periodic cycles shown in dashed lines. (e) Cycles
plotted using a phase portrait with the value of plot (c) plotted against its time derivative. Cycles that are considered
near-periodic using the thresholds of (d) are shown in green, while the representative cycle is shown in red.

intrinsic large-scale on which to perform POD, we leave the topic of optimal large-scale extraction as a point of future
research.

3.2 A large scale-informed POD

This section describes how to use the collection of near-periodic trajectories Γ, associated with the restricted dynamics,
to define an expectation operator and inner product that compare distinct cycles along matched phases of the large
scale. The result is an energy-ranked modal decomposition, with all the inherited optimality properties of POD, that are
informed by this large-scale behavior.

The expectation operator is defined as an ensemble average over the collection of full flow state trajectories which,
under the map F , belong to the near-periodic trajectories Γ. That is, the sample space being drawn from is j ∈ N and
we may, for clarity, explicitly write the full flow state as a random variable or a function of this sample space via

q̃(t, j) = q(t), for t ∈ [t0j , tfj ], j ∈ N, (3)

where the dependence on the sample space is explicitly stated.

Intuitively, we seek an expectation operator defined roughly as an ensemble average over these realizations ⟨q̃⟩(t) =
1
np

∑
j∈N q̃(t, j). (Recall np = dim(N)). One issue with this form is that it is not possible to evaluate this expectation
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operation at a given time instance, since each q̃(·, j) is only defined over the time interval t ∈ [t0j , tfj ]. More
substantively, even barring that challenge, comparing across the same time within a cycle does not generally correspond
to the same phase of the large-scale motion, because of the deviations from periodicity of the large scale.

To address both of these issues, we define a prototypical large-scale motion and relate the time interval of each of the
cases with near-periodic cycles j ∈ N to the nearest time instance of the reference prototypical cycle. This characteristic
trajectory is chosen as γp, defined in section 3.1, for which the associated

√
δ2 + ϵ2 is minimized (i.e., minimizing the

difference from the nominal period length and the departure from trajectory closedness).

To enable a sensible averaging operation expressed in terms of a unified time interval, we require a map from each time
instance t ∈ [t0j , tfj ] to the time instance along the nominal trajectory, tp ∈ [tp0, t

p
f ], for which the large-scale dynamics

are most similar. Denoting τj = [t0j , tfj ] and τp = [tp0, t
p
f ], we define this map T p

j : τj → τp using

tp = min
t′∈[tp0 ,t

p
f ]

∣∣∣∣qp
l (t

′)− qlj (t)
∣∣∣∣ , t ∈ τj . (4)

There is a related map T p
j : τp → τj , where T p

j = (T j
p )

−1 provided that T j
p is injective. Intuitively, this requirement is

modest: the trajectories are selected to represent nearly the same phenomenon, so supposing a one-to-one mapping
from one time interval to the other is natural.

Using (4), we arrive at an expression for the expectation operator, given by

⟨q̃⟩(t) = 1

np

∑
j∈N

q̃(T p
j (t), j), t ∈ τp. (5)

Note that this definition of an expectation operator is strongly connected to the conditional expectation defined in
Schmidt and Schmid [35]. Indeed, the expression (5) entails a conditional expectation operator. Unlike in Schmidt
and Schmid [35], however, the expectation here is not conditioned on a specific event, but rather on a phase of an
intrinsic large scale which evolves over time in a quasi-periodic fashion. This difference has required new formulations
to the definition of the realizations developed in (2) as well as a time mapping that facilitates a clear comparison of
the dynamics of each realization relative to an underlying large-scale behavior. This time mapping directly affects the
definition of the expectation operator in (5) and will also manifest itself in the definition of the inner product (described
next).

With the expectation operator defined, POD can be performed once a suitable inner product is chosen. Similar to the
expectation operator, we emphasize that an inner product that simply integrates along the trajectory of each realization,
q̃(·, j) (j ∈ N ), would not account for the imperfect periodicity in the large scale associated with that trajectory, and
would yield a modal representation which erroneously inherits features of the large scale in “higher modes” that are
tethered to this large-scale motion. We therefore choose to perform this trajectory integration relative to a nominal
large-scale trajectory. Each instance of the trajectory encoded in q̃(·, j) (j ∈ N ) will be cast in terms of the nearest
instance on the nominal trajectory. This approach facilitates a meaningful comparison across the various ensembles:
all trajectory integrations are aligned with a shared (near-) orbit reflective of the periodic dynamics that each of the
ensembles are close to as defined by (2). Denoting the manifold on which the dynamics q evolve as M, we define the
inner product as

(r,m) =

∫ tpf

tp0

m∗(T p
j (t′))Wr(T p

j (t′))dt′, ∀r,m ∈ M, (6)

where (·)∗ denotes complex conjugation and W is an appropriately chosen positive-definite weighting matrix that
incorporates quadrature weights to approximate spatial integration of the space-discrete state variables, and allows
for the induced norm to be a meaningful representation of physical energy. (Because of the space-time formulation
employed here, most applications of this method would likely involve real-valued functions. We leave the complex
conjugate in the inner product definition for generality). The exact construction of W varies from problem to problem,
but is generally dependent on the field value chosen. The state variable used for the flat plate problem is vorticity, so the
weighting chosen is a diagonal matrix with Wjj = ∆xj∆yj , the space between the jth spatial point and its adjacent
one. That is, the resulting norm represents the enstrophy (per unit of density) of the system. The “state variable” used in
the shock problem is the pixel intensity provided by each schieleren image. The image intensity is driven by density
gradients in the flow, and the same weight of Wjj = ∆xj∆yj is chosen. (Note that the third spatial dimension is
neglected for both the 2D flat plate problem and for the 3D shock problem, since for the latter only plane-wise data is
available). This choice avoids weighting certain regions of space more than others. While the resulting norm has a
non-obvious direct physical interpretation because the pixel intensity is not a flow state variable, it is proportional to the
square density gradient field.
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The eigenvalue problem that yields the intrinsic phase-based (IPhaB) POD modes then takes the standard form, obtained
by searching for the mode ϕ that maximizes the expectation of the projection of the flow state onto that mode. The
result is

(Rϕ)(t) = ⟨(ϕ, q̃)q̃⟩(t) =
∫ tpf

tp0

R(t, t′)Wϕ(t′)dt′ = λϕ(t), t ∈ τp, (7)

where R(t, t′) = ⟨q̃q̃∗⟩ (t, t′) is the autocorrelation function.

Because the proposed formulation utilizes the standard POD formulation for a specific choice of inner product and
expectation operator, prior results of operator self-adjointness, optimality, and mode coherence apply. The operator R is
self-adjoint and the eigenvalue problem (7) yields a collection of modes {ϕ1,ϕ2, . . . } that are orthogonal with respect
to the inner product (6). The associated set of eigenvalues are positive and real-valued, and are taken here to be ordered
such that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · (see, for example, Holmes et al. [14] for a review of these results). An equation for, say, the
n+ 1 most energetic mode can be obtained by maximizing the expectation of the projection of the flow state onto a
subspace orthogonal to the span of the first n modes. Optimality of low rank representation and space-time coherence
of the modes also hold. For a discussion of the latter point about coherence and the breakdown of this property when
inner products that do not incorporate time are used, see Towne et al. [42]. Note that in our case coherence is with
respect to time scaled by the nominal large-scale trajectory.

3.3 Computing IPhaB POD modes with sampled data

To approximate the time-continuous formulation above with discrete samples of data, we construct a data matrix where
the jth column contains the flow state associated with the quasi-periodic trajectory γj , j ∈ N . We recall that, to
facilitate a meaningful comparison across the other trajectories, the eigenvalue problem (7) is cast in time according to
the nominal periodic trajectory γp rather than the jth trajectory. Denoting by nn the number of time samples of this
nominal periodic trajectory, and recalling that np = dim(N) is the number of near-periodic cycles contained within the
set Γ, the data matrix to be formed is then

X =


q̃(T p

n1
(t1), n1) q̃(T p

n2
(t1), n2) . . . q̃(T p

np
(t1), np)

q̃(T p
n1
(t2), n1) q̃(T p

n2
(t2), n2) . . . q̃(T p

np
(t2), np)

...
...

. . .
...

q̃(T p
n1
(tnn

), n1) q̃(T p
n2
(tnn

), n2) . . . q̃(T p
np
(tnn

), np)

 . (8)

Using this definition (8) of the data matrix, the eigenvalue problem that approximates (7) is

XX∗W̃ϕd = Λϕd, (9)

where W̃ is a weighting matrix that incorporates the matrix W from (7) as well as quadrature weights to approximate
the time integral in the inner product definition. This weighting matrix is block diagonal, and constructed as a
concatenation of 1

np
W , repeated along block diagonal entries np times. This scaling accounts for the ensemble average

(and the spatial integral via W ). (For reference, results shown in later sections for the commonly used space-only POD,
which forms the data matrix to have each snapshot of the full data set in a separate column, the weighting matrix is
W̃ = 1

nt
W , where nt is the number of snapshots used for the space-only decomposition. This number need not equal

nn ·np, since generally space-only POD does not omit snapshots from different cycles, and instead uses the full data set.)
The eigenvector ϕd discretely approximates the time-continuous eigenvector ϕ. With the state vector q ∈ Rns , where
ns is the number of points used to represent the spatial domain Ω, ϕd ∈ Rns·nn . The kth collection (k = 1, . . . , nn) of
ns entries in ϕd approximates ϕ(tk). In practice the eigenvalue problem (9) is typically computationally unwieldy, and
the method of snapshots [38] may be used to extract the desired modes from the smaller eigenvalue problem associated
with X∗W̃X .

We now detail the process used to compute T p
j (tk), where j = n1, . . . , np; k = 1, . . . , nn. First, we define from

the data the nominal large-scale trajectory γp = {q̃(t0l , l), q̃(t1l , l) . . . , q̃(tfl , l)} for the index l ∈ N that yields the
minimal value of

√
ϵ2 + δ2. (Note that this trajectory γp is the time-sampled variant of the trajectory defined in section

3.2; we avoid using a distinct variable for notational ease.) That is, the time instances indicated in the data matrix (8)
are defined as {t0, t1, . . . , tnn} := {t0l , t1l , . . . , tfl}. We then build the data matrix where each column contains a
different realization of j ∈ N, j ̸= l.

For each jth column, we populate the collection of rows q̃(T p
j (tk), j) by interpolation across the collection of available

snapshots over the jth cycle as follows. First, we identify for the jth cycle the time tq which yields a flow state nearest

9



Figure 4: (a) First, (b) second, (c) third, and (d) fourth space-only POD modes for vortex shedding over a flat plate at
stall angle of attack.

to the flow state associated with the nominal periodic cycle:

tq = argmax
t′∈τj

q̃(tk, l)
∗Wq̃(t′, j)

||q̃(tk, l)||2
. (10)

Because of finite sampling in time, this nearest flow state in the jth cycle to that associated with the desired phase of
the large scale will not in general be desirably close to q̃(tk, l). As such, standard quadratic interpolation is used over
the time instances [tq−1, tq, tq+1] to find the flow state within this time interval that yields the maximal projection onto
q̃(tk, l). This interpolated flow state is used to populate q̃(T p

j (tk), j) in (8), for j = n1, . . . , np; k = 1, . . . , nn.

This proposed approach yields, at each cycle (column in the data matrix X), snapshots that are matched according to
the phase of an underlying large scale driving the dynamics. The utility of this approach for cases where the underlying
large scale is imperfectly periodic is that it creates a meaningful comparison across cycles with differences that obscure
an important underlying similarity (a shared large-scale phase). The proposed approach also has utility in cases where
the large-scale dynamics are perfectly periodic. Even in this setting, finite sampling in time will generally yield a
collection of snapshots within a cycle that are at different instances along the phase of the large scale, which if compared
directly do not enable a meaningful assessment of how the dynamics evolve relative to the motion of the driving
large-scale motion.

4 Results

4.1 Vortex shedding from a flat plate with Re = 100, α = 35◦

We first demonstrate IPhaB POD using the Re = 100 flat plate problem described in section 2. We aim to illustrate the
ability of IPhaB POD to fully capture the system’s dynamics in one IPhaB POD mode when there is only one periodic
and laminar flow feature in the data set. The same data set used to produce figure 1(a-d), and described in section 2, is
used for the analysis of this problem.

As discussed in section 3.1, the near-periodic trajectories for the analysis Γ were computed using information about
the plate coefficient of lift, Cl. Cycles for the lift dynamics were obtained using the local maxima in Cl. The nominal
period length of each cycle was computed to be 4.211, and 84 distinct phases were computed along each cycle; i.e.,
nn = 84. Nineteen cycles were collected after the initial transient, and due to the system periodicity all cycles were
kept for the IPhaB POD analysis (see section 3.1). In the ensuing discussion, IPhaB POD results are compared to those
for space-only POD (for the latter, to provide a straightforward comparison we did not subtract the temporal mean).

The first four modes of space-only POD and first two modes from IPhaB POD (shown at different phase instances
along the vortex-shedding cycle) are shown in figures 4 and 5 respectively. Space-only POD represents the alternating
leading- and trailing-edge vortex shedding across a cascade of modes, with the first space-only mode (c.f., figure 4(a))
being the time average of the flow field. The second and third mode (c.f., figures 4(b and c)) show regions of vorticity
that are up-down symmetric about y = 0, with a matched downstream spatial wavelength. These modes are identical
apart from a streamwise shift in vorticity to capture convection of the shed vortices. Modes 4 (c.f. figure 4(d)) and
5 (not shown in this paper) from space-only POD have two vortex structures at each x location at different vertical
heights, representing harmonics of modes 2 and 3. For this problem, and generally for flows driven by a time-varying
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Figure 5: Four equally distributed phase instances (1st (a,e), 21st (b,f), 42nd (c,g), and 63rd(d,h) out of a total of 84
distinct phases) of the (a-d) first, and (e-h) second IPHaB POD modes for vortex shedding over a flat plate at a stalled
angle of attack, α = 35◦.

large scale, each space-only POD mode (or pair of modes) does not directly correspond to instantaneous flow structures.
Each higher-index space-only POD mode inherits content from the large scale, which for more complex problems can
be difficult to separate from information about other scales or processes also represented by that mode. This mixing of
large-scale content across modes is highlighted here for space-only POD, but is a general feature of decomposition
techniques that require time-constant modes, such as standard implementations of dynamic mode decomposition and
operator-based decomposition techniques (e.g., linear stability and resolvent analysis).

By comparison, the first IPhaB POD mode, shown in figures 5(a-d), preserves the leading- and trailing-edge vortex-
shedding process that drives the physical system. Four instances of the second IPhaB POD modes, shown in figures
5(e-h), contain low intensity activity between the vortices identified in the first mode. The physical meaning and
relevance of this and higher modes will be discussed later. The IPhaB POD mode is of size ns · nn, while the original
data set is of size ns · nt, where nn is again the number of samples in one period and nt is the total number of data
samples. In general, nn is much smaller than nt, representing a reduction in the size of the mode versus the original
system.

We show in figure 6 the cumulative energy associated with the two POD representations, using the eigenvalues
λ1, λ2, . . . from the eigen-problem in (9) (and its analog in space-only POD). The first IPhaB POD mode captures
nearly all of the system energy while it takes the first 7 space-only POD modes to capture a similar amount of energy.
This efficient representation of the large-scale vortex-shedding process is consistent with figures 4 and 5, in which
multiple strong modes are observed for space-only POD and a single strong mode is observed for IPhaB POD. For
IPhaB POD the energy associated with the second mode pictured in figures 5(e-h) (and subsequent ones) is substantially
smaller than that of the first mode. This second mode (and higher ones) reflect slight corrections to the vortex-shedding
captured by the first mode, required because of small numerical errors in the temporal interpolation procedure described
in section 3.3. These small numerical errors produce a slight mismatch in the phase of the large scale across various
cycles in building the data matrix (8). For this problem this interpolation error leads to modes providing small corrections
in the interstices between the leading- and trailing-edge vortex process conveyed within the first mode, which have
negligible energy associated with them.
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Figure 6: Cumulative energy versus mode index (j) for space-only POD and IPhaB POD. The x-axis in (b) is normalized
by the total number of modes for the respective method (generically written as n). For this flat plate problem, there are
a total of 19 IPhaB POD and 1628 space-only POD modes.

We highlight two key caveats to this energy comparison. First, each IPhaB POD mode is of a larger dimension than a
space-only POD mode (ns · nn versus ns, respectively). To account for this difference in mode size, figure 6(b) shows
that a smaller percentage of the total number of modes that each method produces is required for space-only POD
modes compared to the IPhaB POD modes in order to represent a comparable amount of energy in the flow field.

Second, it is perhaps natural to expect energy efficiency of the IPhaB POD representation relative to space-only POD
for this canonical problem with a single large scale. For problems involving multiple scales, multiple modes (say, k)
will typically be kept even in a truncated representation. In this setting, the large-scale behavior is typically the most
energetic (by far) in the system. As such, better isolating the large-scale behavior to a single mode and distinct physical
processes to other modes may not lead to a more energy-efficient representation than having the various scales mixed,
energetically optimally, across the first k modes. While this comparison of energy efficiency in representation will be
explored for the shock problem below, we highlight that a comprehensive assessment of representation efficiency is
subtle and should likely account for other factors beyond energy (both space-only POD and IPhaB POD are energetically
optimal). This complexity of assessing model effectiveness is a motivator for dynamic mode decomposition, which is
an optimal (linear) model regression of the dynamics that might prioritize energetically small but dynamically important
processes (see, for example, Rowley and Dawson [29]). Our aim in this work is to create an energetically optimal
decomposition, retaining the beneficial properties of POD, that provides a more physically intuitive and interpretable
representation for problems driven by a large scale, where this large scale and other behavior tethered to it are better
isolated into modes more reflective of instantaneous structures. Integrating this representation into effective reduced
order models, and quantifying model efficiency, is an area of future work.

4.2 Cone-Cylinder at M=6

We next perform IPhaB POD analysis on the cone-cylinder shock problem depicted in figure 1(e-h), using the data
set from Sasidharan and Duvvuri [30]. To characterize the large-scale shock motion for this problem as described in
section 3.1, a Canny edge detection method in MATLAB 2023b Images Processing tool box was used, with appropriate
thresholds for a sparse identification of the shock-front. False shock-fronts identified by the algorithm were removed
using a recursive moving median filter with window sizes from 3 to 40 time instances. With the locations from the
sparse identification of the shock-front, we used a spline fit to form a continuous representation of the shock front. Due
to the axisymmetric nature of the cone-cylinder body, all spatial positions below the axis of symmetry were labelled to
be zero (evident in the filtered image in figure 3(b)). We smoothed the spatially integrated signal using a Savitzky Golay
filter. We determined the period length and the start and end of each cycle based on the local maxima of G. The period
length varied from 6.4912 × 10−4 to 8.9474 × 10−4 seconds with an average period length of T̄ = 7.8763 × 10−4

seconds. Based on the thresholds ϵ∗ and δ∗ stated in section 3.1 for this problem, 48 out of 124 cycles were determined
to be near-periodic, with the nominal periodic cycle γp satisfying δp = 0.0199 and ϵp = 0.2321. In our comparison
between IPhaB POD and space-only POD, space-only POD was built using all snapshots, and not just those from the
near-periodic cycles, to be more representative of a typical implementation of that technique.
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Figure 7: (a) First, (b) second, (c) third, and (d) fourth space-only POD modes for shock pulsations over a cone-cylinder
body.

The first four space-only and IPhaB POD modes are shown in figures 7 and 8 respectively (with the IPhaB POD
modes shown over four instances of a characteristic large-scale cycle). The first four space-only POD modes shown in
figure 7 show features of the shock at multiple locations in the same mode. For example, mode 2 (c.f. figure 7(b)),
shows a shock front at the same location as mode 1, but also shows visually evident shock features at the tip of the
cone, reflecting the behavior of the shock at a different part of the shock’s undulation cycle. Mode 3 (c.f. figure 7(c))
shows these two shock features as well as a third very near to and almost parallel with the cone, corresponding to yet
another phase of the shock undulation cycle. The motion of the shock front is reconstructed through the summation
of these modes (and subsequent ones, not pictured) through the canceling of the shock features in certain regions and
enhancement in others as a function of the time-varying amplitude of each mode. The large-scale structure of the shock
undulation is hard to deduce from these modes, as all the phases of its motion are mixed together across the modes.
In addition, finer-scale physical processes summarized in section 2 (and given in greater detail in [30]) such as the
separation dynamics, triple point, and supersonic jet, are not visible, nor is it clear how those features are synchronized
with the shock front dynamics.

The first IPhaB POD mode (c.f. figures 8(a-d)) represents the time-varying motion of the shock front, which consists
of a conical shock, separation shock, and a bow shock, over a single representative cycle. The shock front dynamics
of the mode reflect the dynamics observed in the data, but are simpler than the original data, with fewer small-scale
fluctuations observed. The shock front often appears as a sharp edge in the mode, but in some time instances appears
more blurry and spatially distributed. Time instances where the shock is less sharp (for example, figure 8(d)) reflect that
there are significant cycle-to-cycle variations in the spatial location of the shock in that part of the cycle, while time
instances where the shock appears very sharp (for example, figures 8(b,c)) reflect that the shock positioning is very
consistent across cycles. Figures 8(b,c) are phases of the cycle where the separation bubble grows under the adverse
pressure gradient induced by the coalescence of the cone and cylinder shocks. We learn from the sharpness of the mode
that this process is highly regular and repeatable across cycles. Figures 8(a,d), which show slightly blurrier shock fronts,
correspond to the collapse (d) and reformation (a) of the separation bubble and subsequently of the shock system. We
learn from the blurriness of the mode that these processes are less regular and more chaotic cycle-to-cycle.

The higher IPhaB POD modes contain details of smaller-scale physical processes, whose dynamics follow the cycle of
the shock front. Small scale features, such as the supersonic jet and the triple point, are visible in the separation region,
particularly in the middle phases of the cycle, including the 12th (c.f. figures 8(f, j, n)) and 23rd instances along the
cycle (c.f. figure 8(g, k, o)). The movement of the supersonic jet and the triple point upward, away from the axis of
symmetry can be seen in the first three instances shown of the second (e)-(g), third (i)-(k), and fourth (m)-(o) modes.
Three more instances of the second IPhaB POD mode zoomed in near the cone-cylinder body are shown in figure 9.
The supersonic jet is marked in black ellipses and the activity near the base cylinder is marked in red ellipses. As the
supersonic jet moves away from the axis of symmetry, the strength of the jet also weakens, indicated by the decrease in
the activity in the mode. The location of the strongest activity downstream of the shock front also changes at different
phases of the shock pulsation. In the first phase instance (c.f. figure 9(a)), the strongest activity is present near the wall
of the base cylinder and from the wall of the cone all the way to shock front. At the second phase instance (c.f. figure
9(b)), the activity primarily remains near the wall of the base cylinder, though the activity decreases above the base
cylinder shoulder and the separation bubble associated with the boundary layer along the cone wall starts developing. In
the last phase instance (c.f. figure 9(c)), the separation bubble is near its largest size and the supersonic jet becomes less
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Figure 8: The (a-d) first, (e-h) second, (i-l) third, and (m-p) fourth IPHaB POD modes for shock pulsations over a
cone-cylinder body. For each mode, four equally distributed phase instances (1st (a,e,i,m), 12th (b,f,j,n), 23rd (c,g,k,o),
and 34th(d,h,l,p) out of 44 phases) are shown.
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coherent. The strong growth in bubble size from figure 9(b) to (c) demonstrates that the separation process is dominated
by the final quarter of the undulation cycle.

Figure 9: Three phase instances (18th (a), 28th (b), and 38th (c) of IPhaB POD Mode 2 zoomed in to highlight the
evolution of the supersonic jet (black ellipses) and the activity near the base cylinder (red ellipses).

While these distinct smaller-scale processes are visible across modes 2-4, it should also be noted that features of the
first mode are also inherited in modes 2-4 near the early and late parts of the cycle. These artifacts are evident in, for
example, figure 8(h) where large-wavelength flow structures dominate the mode’s behavior. These phase instances
where the large-scale shock is evident in higher modes correspond with the instances when the cycle-to-cycle variations
in the shock motion are most pronounced. These cycle variations require that changes to large-scale shock features be
conveyed by modes 2-4, in addition to the smaller-scale processes of primary interest. This imperfect isolation of the
large and smaller scales is a possible issue to be addressed in future work, though we also highlight that this outcome
provides information about instances when cycle-to-cycle variations are more and less pronounced.

To quantify and compare the efficiency of these decompositions, similar to the flat plate demonstration, we can evaluate
the cumulative energy. We show the cumulative energy for the shock pulsations in figure 10. In figure 10(a), we
show the cumulative energy plotted against the mode index. All of the IPhaB POD modes shown and fifty of the
5601 space-only POD modes are shown. The first mode of IPhaB POD has a larger percentage of the energy than
the first mode of space-only POD. The first modes of both methods contain over 99% of the energy of the data. This
high energy representation is likely due to the nonzero pixel intensity across the vast majority of any given raw image.
These nonzero values were not removed to compute the modes, since to facilitate a clear comparison across IPhaB and
space-only POD the mean was not subtracted from the data prior to analysis. In figure 10(b), we plot the cumulative
energy against the mode index normalized with the total number of modes that each method produces. Once normalized,
we observe that it takes a smaller percentage of the total space-only POD modes compared to the IPhaB POD modes to
contain the same amount of energy in the flow field, just as it had with the low Reynolds number flat plate problem.

5 Conclusion

A proper orthogonal decomposition framework was developed, IPhaB POD, that is appropriate for systems driven
by an inherent large-scale with strongly (but imperfectly) periodic content. For these systems, the proposed method
leverages a dynamical systems representation of a set of restricted dynamics sampled from the full dynamical state.
These restricted dynamics are provided by the user and expected to convey information about the various cycles of the
large-scale behavior. For example, for the flat plate problem considered in this article, the restricted dynamics were
of the lift coefficient, which clearly distinguished the various phases of the large-scale vortex shedding process. We
provided a framework that uses these restricted dynamics to identify which cycles of the full system dynamics are
associated with a characteristic large-scale orbit (as opposed to those corresponding to cases where the large-scale
undergoes an extreme trajectory). All cycles that contained a characteristic large-scale trajectory were collected into a
set Γ and were considered for the POD analysis; others were discarded. We also used this framework to define the cycle
from the data that contains a most typical large-scale trajectory, γp.

An averaging operation and inner product were then defined that referred each instance from any one of the trajectories
in Γ to the nearest corresponding instance in γp. This process allowed for the various cycles within Γ, which each
contained meaningfully similar large-scale dynamics but with cycle-to-cycle differences, to be compared. Once the inner
product and expectation were defined that allowed an appropriate comparison of the various near-periodic trajectories
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Figure 10: Cumulative “energy” as defined as the sum of the square of the singular values normalized by their total
squared sum (a) for all and (b) for the first 10% of the shock pulsation modes. The “energy” is plotted against the
fraction of total modes (there are drastically different numbers of space-only and IPhaB POD modes for the same
amount of data.

in Γ, a typical POD was performed using the standard eigenvalue problem of a suitably constructed data matrix. The
resulting decomposition inherits the desirable properties of energetic optimality and mode coherence of POD.

The method was tested on two test problems. The first problem was from a high-fidelity computation of a canonical
Re = 100 flow past an airfoil at the large angle of attack of α = 35◦. In this laminar flow, the only behavior is of
periodic vortex shedding that alternates from the leading and trailing edges. IPhaB POD captured this vortex shedding
with a single time-varying mode. This was contrasted with space-only POD, which required a cascade of modes. The
modes came in pairs to capture the convective nature of the vortex-shedding process, and the modes were sequenced so
that higher modes were of higher spatial frequency to compensate for the incorrect up-down symmetry imposed by
each mode pair.

The second problem was an experimental data set from schlieren data of high-Reynolds and Mach number flow past a
cone-cylinder system. IPhaB POD largely isolated the large-scale shock oscillations within the first time-varying mode,
and yielded clearly identifiable small-scale activity in the higher time-varying modes. These higher modes represented
the boundary layer separation as well as the motion of the triple point and its associated supersonic jet that are known to
be key processes in this physical system [30]. These higher modes moreover evolved with the shock motion, providing
more physically intuitive representations of instantaneous flow features for this complex system. This decomposition
was contrasted with space-only POD, which contained significant features of the large-scale shock across all depicted
modes (and ensuing ones not shown), obscuring any visible evidence of the smaller-scale dynamics key to sustaining
the near-periodic process.

The energy efficiency of representing the dynamics via IPhaB POD was demonstrated to be comparable to space-only
POD for the shock problem. This result is perhaps not surprising—both decompositions are energetically optimal with
respect to their notion of energy, and it is likely that the additional processes depicted by IPhaB POD, associated with
the separation bubble growth and triple point dynamics, are energetically small but dynamically significant. Future
work could therefore expand an evaluation of representation efficiency to include dynamic (and not just energetic)
considerations. It was also noted that for the shock problem, where the large-scale dynamics were not perfectly periodic,
artifacts of the large scale were inherited in higher modes (though to a far smaller extent than for space-only POD).
Techniques to address this leakage of large-scale behavior into higher modes is another possible avenue of future work.
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